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This is a study of cultural change within democratization. It uses conflict theory to understand the culture of conflict escalation 
and management, taking Argentina as its example. Beginning with the most extreme dictatorships, The Dirty War and the 
Rosas period, and then looking at other periods of governance, the essay illustrates that Argentina has an authoritarian 
culture of conflict. The essay suggests why these patterns have developed in Argentina. It asks whether it is possible to 
change such cultural patterns and whether the current democratizing effort includes efforts at change. It concludes that the 
democratization efforts since 1983 have included attempts to change culture, as well as electoral and institutional movement 
toward democracy.

KEYWORDS: Argentina; democratization; conflict theory; culture; humanrights.

: : : first we’re going to kill the subversives. Then we’re going to kill
their collaborators. Then we’re going to kill their sympathizers and
then those who are indifferent. Finally, we’re going to kill those who
are afraid.
General Iberico Saint Jean, upon the beginning of the Proceso military government, 1976

Democratic theorists have argued that it is possible to sustain and nurture democratic culture by 
facilitating democratic interpersonal behavior.2

For nations undergoing democratic development, the related question is whether it is possible to plant 
and cultivate democratic culture in settings where it is relatively unfamiliar, its appearance has been 
infrequent and its roots, even in the context of a formal democratic regime, may be shallow, indeed. Can a 
wild, violently conflictual, and nondemocratic culture gradually metamorphose toward restrained, democratic 
methods of political interaction and conflict resolution? This question lies at the heart of this essay. 

To address this issue I have chosen a setting where the move from nondemocratic political patterns 
and history toward democratic behavior constitutes one of the longest steps any democratizing nation has 
faced: the example of Argentina. Known for violence and harsh authoritarianism, Argentina today boasts 
nineteen years of democratic process, even in the face of crisis. If Argentina can move from so harsh a 
past toward a democratic present, then we gain some sense of the possibilities of cultural change in other 
settings that have less brutal histories to overcome.

The Argentine example, of course, is still a political process underway, an incomplete and unconsolidated 
democratic transition. In Argentine politics one can still see wild and savage vestiges of authoritarianism 
struggling side by side with newer varieties of political and social behavior including mutual respect, dialogue, 
softened perceptions of “the other” and declining self-righteousness about any particular position. For that 
reason it offers an opportunity to look at the process of cultural change while major change is still occurring.

This essay is an exploratory study of one aspect of political culture in Argentina, what Marc Howard 
Ross has called “the culture of conflict.”3

It uncovers patterns and changes in cultural uses and understandings of violence, violent conflict, and 
authoritarian political methods in Argentina.

The essay uses historical comparison and contemporary data framed within theory about conflict to 
suggest some reasons why certain patterns of conflict developed historically in Argentina and why cultural 
change may be underway today.

Culture in the study of conflict

As modern social science has struggled to understand conflict, culture has taken a central explanatory 
role. This essay uses the understanding of culture defined by Clifford Geertz and Marc Howard Ross. 
Geertz defines culture as “an historically transmitted pattern of meaning : : : a system : : : by means of 
which men communicate, perpetuate, and develop their knowledge about and attitudes toward life.4 Ross 
says “culture is a framework for organizing the world : : : for making sense of the actions and interpreting 
motives of others.”5 All societies have a culture for dealing with conflict, a “culture of conflict.” In some 
societies the culture of conflict manages conflict nonviolently; in others culture allows conflict to escalate. 
Sociocultural explanations of conflict relate patterns of social relations to the cultural response to conflict.6

One of the most useful sociocultural approaches to the study of conflict is “cross-cutting ties” theory.7 
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It argues that societies with cross-cutting ties of interaction, belonging, and loyalty manage conflict more 
constructively than do societies that lack such ties.8 Societies in which individuals belong to several 
different groups along which bonds of mutual consideration develop are less prone to violent conflict 
and more likely to manage or resolve conflict before violence erupts.9 By contrast, societies that are 
segmented without cross cutting ties, or whose divisions follow the same lines and reinforce each other, 
are more prone to extreme conflict, more likely to escalate to violent conflict, and enjoy only a limited ability 
to restrain, manage, and deescalate conflict. An easier way of referring to “cross-cutting ties” theory is to 
stress reinforcing divisions within society. Societies whose divisions reinforce each other are more prone 
to extreme or violent conflict and less able to manage conflict constructively.10

An excellent example of a society suffering from reinforcing divisions is found in a study of the town and 
surrounding county of Ballybeg in northern Ireland.11 As a result of extensive scrutiny of social relations 
in the town of Ballybeg and of the surrounding rural county, Harris concluded that members of this small 
society lived in a context in which almost all social, economic, and political divisions reinforced each other. 
Thus the most visible and widely-known division between Catholics and Protestants was reinforced by most 
other types of social, political, and economic divisions. Strong political differences also existed between 
the two religious groups. Divisions of economic class followed religious lines. And other social divisions 
also fell into Catholic and Protestant categories. For example, Protestants were inclined to play one type 
of sport while Catholics engaged in a different sport. 

Neither group played the “other kind’s” game or even knew how to play the “other” game. Symbolically 
in sport as well as in reality, Catholics and Protestants did not, would not, and could not play with each 
other. A lack of cross-cutting ties deprived the Irish county of bonds of mutuality across religious lines.When 
violent conflict erupted, citizens had little incentive to restrain it and many reinforcing reasons to escalate it.

Another approach to understanding conflict relies upon a developmental perspective. It argues that 
societies begin as frontier societies where institutions through which to channel disagreement are, as yet, 
undeveloped. 

Far removed from mechanisms of law and order, people give in to vendettas and feuds, resulting in 
relatively violent societies and limits upon any ability to control conflict within nonviolent limits. As nations 
develop stronger states, better channels for expressing disagreement, and more powerful law enforcement, 
they begin to avoid extreme violence and to settle disputes in a more cultivated fashion.12 This type of 
development toward nonviolent conflict management is one that is accessible to all nations but is currently 
exemplified most clearly by the advanced, industrial democracies. A developmental perspective adds to 
the sociocultural approach a temporal outlook, enhancing our understanding of conflict management over 
time. A developmental perspective on conflict has the advantage of suggesting sequential stages that may 
help make sense of the experience of large, complex societies.

A sociocultural approach to studying conflict can be combined with a developmental approach by 
focusing upon sociocultural patterns over time and looking for similarities and changes within those patterns 
at different periods in a nation’s political history.

This essay combines a sociocultural and developmental approach to scrutinize Argentina’s historical 
culture of conflict and how that culture is changing today. Following Geertz’ position that culture is best 
understood in historical context, the essay begins with an historical comparison of two moments of political 
extremism in Argentina: the Rosas dictatorship of the early nineteenth century and the DirtyWar of the late 
twentieth. This comparison of two extreme periods reveals patterns in the use of violence by authoritarian 
governments. Such patterns are most visible at these times.

The essay then scrutinizes less extreme moments of Argentine political history and finds that the same 
patterns of severe conflict, limited conflict management, and authoritarian governance have repeated 
themselves in milder degree at other times in Argentine political history. Moments of extremism provide a 
catalog of characteristics at times when they are easy to see because they are so pronounced. Once we 
know what patterns we are looking for, we find that they are present outside those extreme moments as 
well. The extreme governments are not fundamentally different from the less extreme ones; the difference 
is rather a matter of degree.

The discovery of patterns across extreme periods and less extreme times illustrates that Argentina has 
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had a violent culture of conflict in which conflict has often escalated to intense levels. Argentina’s ability 
to resolve violent conflict, de-escalate away from violence, or prevent violence in the first place, has been 
quite limited. These cultural patterns of poor conflict management are due to the presence of reinforcing 
divisions in Argentine society that have given citizens few bonds of mutuality across the lines of conflict. 
They are also due to the weak nature of Argentina’s political institutions and its geographic distance from 
regions of the world where institutionalized conflict management is common.

The final section of the essay turns to Argentina’s contemporary political democracy and examines 
social responses to violence and authoritarian governance since 1983. It investigates the extent to which 
cultural patterns of violent conflict and authoritarianism are still present in today’s democracy and ways 
that they are changing. Based upon a comparison of patterns of conflict management over time, the essay 
finds that Argentina’s culture of conflict is evolving toward more moderate modes of disagreement, less 
extreme conflict, and more institutionalized conflict management. These changes toward more cultivated 
patterns of conflict management are due in part to the lessons of domestic experience, in part to an altered 
international context, and in part to developing institutions of the state and law enforcement.

By taking a cultural perspective on contemporary democratization the essay adds to the electoral and 
institutional approaches more commonly found in studies of democratization and captures more fully the 
magnitude of the democratizing task Argentina is currently undertaking. It also points toward generalizations 
about cultural change.

Extremes of authoritarianism

Moments of extreme authoritarianism and violence tell us something about culture. They highlight 
patterns in ways that more moderate moments cannot. Such patterns include cultural expectations about 
the use of violence and social attitudes about violence or authoritarianism in politics. Such insights are 
critical in allowing us to understand contemporary political development because they are a foil against 
which democracy struggles to develop.

They are the historical baggage a developing democratic culture must slough off and a standard against 
which to measure the democratic progress made.

The extreme moments I study here, the military dictatorship of 1976–1983 and the Rosas dictatorship 
of 1829–1852 are historically remote from one another.13 Yet each emerged after a period of conflict 
labeled a “war” by the ensuing dictatorial regime. In the face of that conflict, each dictatorship came to 
power with some popular acquiescence and each brought a kind of tranquility and political stability. Each 
today enjoys the dubious distinction of having been the most violent period of their respective century 
and each preceded a period of reform efforts to find more moderated methods of conflict management.

In March, 1976, the Argentine military used a coup d’etat, to overthrow the elected government headed 
by Isabel Peron. The military maintained that Argentina was under attack from leftist subversion and 
military government was necessary to protect the nation. Thereafter ensued seven years of repression in 
which thousands of Argentines disappeared, victims of illegal arrest, torture, and murder,14 a clandestine 
war against the population in violation of Argentine laws, the national constitution, and international 
norms respecting human rights.15 In an effort to come to terms with this tragedy, scholars, politicians, 
and journalists have produced volumes of material on the Proceso, providing an excellent starting point 
for examining cultural patterns of conflict in Argentina. Yet such efforts have failed to produce a full 
understanding of where this capacity for state terror originated.

Part of the answer to that puzzle lies in history because the Proceso was a replay of a similar tragedy 
and earlier instance of extensive state cruelty and repression. Although the nation has a long history of 
dictatorship, between 1829 and 1852 Argentina was ruled by a particularly brutal dictatorship headed by 
Juan Manuel de Rosas. Rosas arrived in power after a war in which his forces, the Federalists, defeated 
the Unitarians and drove them into exile. His regime had a significant popular following, both in the war 
and in power. Rosas ruled Argentina for nearly a quarter century but never felt his government safe from 
Unitarian threat. Accordingly, he used state violence to frighten, silence, and eliminate any opposition. 
During his regime citizens were subjected to arbitrary arrest and murder or to decapitation without being 
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taken to jail.16 In the years after Rosas’ regime, his period of “The Terror” received extensive attention 
from scholars, novelists, journalists, and poets of the mid-nineteenth century, again offering a chance to 
uncover cultural patterns in the use of violence.17

Response to Crisis

Each of these dictatorships followed a period of conflict where severe divisions reinforced each other. 
Prior to the Rosas period, Argentina was divided between Unitarians who sought to unify the nation under 
a central government and Federalists who preferred greater independence for the provinces. This political 
divide was reinforced by a geographical division:

Unitarians were concentrated in the area of the new capital, Buenos Aires, while the forces of Federalism 
were associated with rural areas beyond the city.18 The political and geographic division was further 
reinforced by cultural differences. The Unitarians were the more highly educated and cultured group, 
including in their ranks writers, thinkers, poets, and artists.  The Federalists, by contrast, exhibited a more 
crude cultural background in keeping with their rural antecedents. In the pre-Rosas period, therefore, 
Argentina was divided politically, geographically, culturally, and along educational lines. Each of these 
divisions reinforced each other and there were few cross-cutting relationships to temper such divisional 
reinforcement.

Prior to the Proceso Argentina was again severely divided between Peronists and anti-Peronists. Many 
Peronists supported Isabel’s government while anti-Peronists had always opposed all manifestations of 
Peronism. Reinforcing the political division were economic or class divisions: Peronists tended to come 
from low income or working class origin;manyanti-Peronists belonged to Argentina’s middle or upper 
classes, although university and professional Peronist supporters were exceptions to this class division. 
The political and economic divide also produced cultural and educational divisions.

Peronists often had limited education and limited exposure to cultural aspects of society; other Argentine 
classes had higher levels of education and more exposure to art, music, poetry and literature. Thus again 
in the pre-Proceso period we see multiple divisions within Argentine society each of which did more to 
reinforce the others than to temper tensions between groups. Few cross-cutting ties existed.

In the context of reinforcing divisions and escalated conflict, political leaders and citizens imagined that 
violence and repression constituted a solution to instability and conflict. Some elements of public opinion 
supported dictatorship as a solution to crisis. Rosas was able to win his war against the Unitarians because 
he enjoyed significant support from the gaucho class of the time.19 In fact, they constituted his troops and 
the military basis of his victory. Anti-Peronist sentiment from among business people and some elements 
of the middle and upper classes supported the 1976 military coup that ushered in the Proceso. In neither 
case did the dictatorship represent an occupying force supported by external power. In each case public 
opinion hoped that the dictatorship would bring a measure of stability and an end to conflict. In each case, 
the dictators delivered on that promise, although tranquility rested upon clandestine terror. In each case, 
public opinion turned against the dictatorship but by that time it was too late; authoritarianism had taken hold.

The Directive of Violence and the Rhetoric of Pretense

The shared understanding between leaders and citizens that violence could solve crisis led to a second 
shared characteristic between the two periods. Whereas many societies have suffered their most violent 
moments during social revolution when the target of violence was the state and upper classes, in these 
two periods violence was directed from the state toward the population. In each case citizens reacted 
passively at first. Eventually, however, each regime confronted so much public opposition that leaders 
felt compelled to conceal the extreme level of violence either by denying it altogether or by attributing it to 
nongovernmental forces. Let us consider both the violence itself and its covert nature.These patterns are 
visible thanks to the extensive subsequent research on the two periods.

The Proceso came at a moment of escalating violence from left and right and in its aftermath we have 
learned that the military government used small squads of unidentified men to kidnap citizens and take 
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them to clandestine prisons.20 These squads were never officially associated with the dictatorship while 
it was in power. The government denied any connection between itself and these operative groups, even 
when that connection had become firmly established and widely known. Normally these groups operated 
at night, making it easier to disguise their identity.21 They arrived in green Ford Falcons, broke down 
doors, awakened frightened inhabitants and pulled apart families.22 They destroyed households, stole 
valuables, wrecked walls, doors, and windows, and took all or part of a family, regardless of age, gender 
or health. The activity of the squads was concentrated in the major cities and changed their character. 
Buenos Aires, for example, changed from a cosmopolitan metropolis by day to a “misty” land of death and 
terror by night.23 Between 1976 and 1983 the military government pretended that these groups, if they 
existed at all, consisted entirely of leftist extremists who had no relation with the government which would, 
itself, never resort to such measures. The terrorism was owing to “unknown persons.”24

Although the military government denied any involvement with the squads, invariably the citizens who 
disappeared fell within the categories defined by the government as “undesirable.” This included students, 
professors, young professionals, persons of Peronist political beliefs, union organizers, persons known to 
oppose the military government and the family, friends, and neighbors of all of the above. Thus, while the 
squads were not officially recognized as being associated with the government, it became increasingly 
apparent that their activities were in accordance with state political preferences.

Rosas’ terror was also conducted at night by small gangs who changed Buenos Aires from a vibrant, 
developing city to a place of fear and bloodshed after the sun went down.25 These small gangs, who 
called themselves members of the Popular Society for Restoration, became so well-known that they 
gained another name: the Mazorca. The nickname was a Spanish pun referring in grotesque fashion to 
the way many victims died—having their throats cut.26 The Mazorca differed from the Proceso squads in 
that the former frequently murdered their victims on the spot, leaving the mutilated bodies as a message 
of terror for families and neighbors. By contrast, the Proceso squads “disappeared” their victims without 
trace, using lies and and the unknown as a method of instilling fear in the population. Terror, it would seem, 
also modernizes.

Setting the pattern for the Proceso, Rosas denied all knowledge of or connection to the Mazorca. 
He insisted that his government neither sanctioned nor encouraged such groups. Instead he assigned 
responsibility to unknown persons, asserting that the Mazorca were the spontaneous result of popular 
expressions of anti-Unitarianism. By implication, the killings were expressions of support for his own 
government since Rosas had declared the Unitarians his principal enemies.27 Rosas continued to deny 
connection to the Mazorca even when widespread popular belief began to hold him responsible for their 
actions.

As with the Proceso a century and a half later, the deaths inflicted by the Mazorca clearly singled out 
particular groups in the population. These groups were also the ones defined by Rosas as undesirable. 
These included Unitarians and those who disagreed with the Rosas government: writers, intellectuals, and 
the family and friends of these.28 Thus, while Rosas denied any connection to the Mazorca, it became 
increasingly clear that the activities of the latter furthered the political purpose of the dictatorship.29

Both regimes used extensive rhetoric to conceal their own involvement in the violence of their times and 
to convey a self-image that amounted to fantasy. In national speeches and to the international community 
both regimes condemned the violence and disclaimed any involvement with it.

Ultimately, for both regimes, this position was contradicted by facts and it became apparent that the 
government was behind the brutality. But by that time the dictatorship’s hold on power and its ability to 
govern by terror made it quite difficult to oust the regime. A pattern emerged in which deception was used 
to hold off challenges to the government until it became too late to make such challenges effective. We 
see this pattern for both the Proceso and Rosas.

When state responsibility for violence became impossible to deny, both governments proclaimed 
that, whatever their flaws, the alternative would be worse.When confronted by growing evidence that 
death squad violence was linked to the Proceso, the military government claimed that Argentina was on 
the verge of being overtaken by leftist subversion.30 Similarly, confronted by accusations of violence, 
Rosas claimed Argentina was a dying nation being destroyed by unhealthy influences from Europe. Such 
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influences included the beginning of popular involvement in government. Rosas claimed this would only 
bring anarchy and destruction.31 Both governments claimed to represent the forces of law, order, and 
civilization against anarchy and barbarianism.

The ability of each regime to ignite fear of a worse scenario enabled these governments to remain 
in power despite dawning awareness of their true character but also uncovers a cultural tendency in 
Argentina’s population.

While each regime enjoyed some popular support at the outset, now the transgressions of each received 
some toleration out of fear of something worse. In initial popular support for dictatorship and then popular 
failure to react more strongly against state violence we see a cultural tendency toward nondemocratic 
solutions to crisis and conflict.32We see a popular willingness at least to consider that the rhetoric of a 
violent regime might be true rather than a popular commitment to democratic problem-solving whatever 
the risk. It is a choice of tranquility at high cost over respect for individual protection and human rights 
despite the potential cost in political and social disruption.33

But the rhetoric of pretense and the reference to crisis also uncover another more optimistic element of 
shared cultural understandings about violence in Argentina. Leaders of both regimes and their nocturnal 
death squads clearly understood that the extremes of violence being used would not receive popular 
acquiescence if they became widely known. Some elements of Argentina’s culture of conflict was averse 
to extreme violence at the levels it had reached under Rosas and the Proceso. These social elements 
would have challenged the legitimacy of the regimes had they known the full story.

Even in a society that perceived in violence a solution to crisis there was a point beyond which violence 
should not go. This unwritten but implicitly understood limit to violence will become more important when 
we turn to Argentina’s current efforts to democratize.

The Contempt of Learning

Both the Proceso and Rosas governments rejected social spending in favor of military spending but 
nowhere was the social policy of the two more similar than on education. Both rejected education and 
particularly that aspect of it which encourages free thought. The Proceso weakened the nation’s universities 
and particularly rejected the social sciences and humanities.34

Students were more likely to be subjected to repression if their area of concentration lay outside the hard 
sciences.35 The latter taught a workman-like practical skill without encouraging free thought or criticism 
that might be directed toward the regime itself. Argentina’s universities have never yet recovered from the 
repression of the Proceso years, although subsequent democratic years have witnessed serious efforts 
to rejuvenate university education.36

In a similar vein, Rosas himself was uneducated and dismissed book learning as wasteful. During his 
reign it was illegal to read books other than those designated by the regime or the Church. Rosas’ policies 
began by denying state funding for education and later forced teachers into exile.

Even more than the Proceso, Rosas tried to control how people thought by telling them what to read 
and restricting access to education. People who broke the law by reading or selling unendorsed books 
could be subjected to capital punishment or Mazorca gang violence. Ramos Mejia claims that

Rosas sought to construct a particular kind of Argentine, a subject rather than a citizen.37

Both regimes preyed upon the educated in disproportion to their numbers. The most likely victims of 
each regime were the students and intellectuals of the time. During the Proceso students and professors 
were suspect by virtue of their occupation, particularly if their concentration were in the humanities or social 
sciences.38 Under Rosas, the ranks of the Unitarians included writers, thinkers, artists, and intellectuals. 
Rosas was suspicious of them and many fled to Uruguay to avoid the Mazorca. It is from their exile writings 
that we have some of our best historical reporting on the Rosas period.39
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This contemptuous treatment of learning and violence toward the learned reveals a cultural propensity 
related to the tendency toward nondemocratic solutions to crisis. In her study of Democratic Education, 
Amy Gutmann has argued that democracy and education, particularly higher education, are fundamental to 
each other and that each is difficult without the other.40 By this she means that the full and free exchange 
of ideas by which all opinions are heard is most possible under democracy. In turn, such inclusive treatment 
of all others facilitates the flexible response to “the other” that democracy entails. A culture that responds 
readily to crisis with nondemocratic solutions is likely to have little regard for education and scant willingness 
to respect or protect the educated. The attitudes of the Proceso and Rosas governments toward education 
reflect a more subtle but equally suffocating manifestation of repression.

There are other similarities between these two dictatorships, including the support each received 
from the Catholic Church41 and the deteriorated foreign image each suffered. There are also limits to 
the similarities: Rosas could claim to be state-building while the Proceso could not. Additionally, some of 
Rosas’ followers were the low income gaucho class of the time and many of his victims were the more 
wealthy and cultivated Unitarians. 

By contrast, the Proceso government did not favor Argentina’s working class and many of those who 
benefited most from its political and economic policies were the wealthy.

Yet the existence of differences that are primarily linked to the distinctiveness of each historical era, 
provides more reason to focus upon the large numbers of similarities that exist despite 150 years of 
historical distance.

Despite vastly different time frames and historical contexts, at these two historic points Argentina 
produced two similar regimes in reaction to severe domestic conflict. In both cases, significant popular 
opinion at the time felt that this type of nondemocratic approach would provide a solution to the crisis. And 
in each case, the extremes to which each regime was prepared to resort were atrocious, both relative to 
other regimes of the time and in their similarity to each other. The similarity of the two extreme regimes 
reveals patterns of reaction across time and in very different historical moments. These are patterns of 
response to crisis and patterns in the use of power.

Cultural patterns in less extreme moments

I suggested at the outset of this essay that a consideration of Argentina’s two most extreme dictatorships 
might allow us to uncover cultural patterns of conflict that stand out most starkly during crisis. The contrast 
of Rosas with the Proceso points toward similarities in political response to crisis and in state use of power 
in a crisis context. But were these patterns confined to extreme periods or do they emerge, perhaps less 
clearly etched but visible all the same, during less catastrophic moments in Argentina’s political life?

This section seeks to address that question by considering various epochs of Argentine political history. 
In that exploration, we will search for two patterns, one of which emanates from the state and the other 
from society.42 

These are: 1) response to crisis by resorting to authoritarianism and 2) uses of power similar to those 
exercised by Rosas or the Proceso government or both.

There is an interactive quality to the patterns laid out in Table 1. A society that responds to crisis by 
choosing forceful or violent leadership may condone a state that represses the opposition. A population that 
gravitates toward personalized leadership rather than toward institutions or process may prefer leaders who 
believe that their own ideals and principles are beyond dispute. Cultural patterns are interactive, flowing 
back and forth between different elements of national society. And yet, desegregating these patterns in 
this way allows us to scrutinize their various components more clearly and to discern if they exist at other 
points in Argentine history or among other leaders.

Rosas and the Proceso governments exhibited many of these qualities.
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Each offered leadership based upon noninstitutionalized power gained through violence rather than 
institutionalized, accountable leadership chosen through democratic process. One Proceso leader, Emiliano 
Massera, used personalism as did Rosas. Each government promised to end turbulence and crisis and 
each delivered on that promise through the use of violence. In power, both repressed the opposition, 
rationalizing that repression on the basis of deeply-held principles and by portraying the opposition as 
fundamentally indecent and beyond considerations of humanity. Throughout their regimes and even after

Table 1. Patterns of Crisis Response and Power Use

 Originating in state  Originating in society

1) Willingness to repress opposition  1) Response to crisis with force or violence
2) Tendency to antagonize rather compromise  2) Attraction to personalized leadership
3) Belief in one’s own principles as  3) Tendency to value order over change, 
unquestionably superior  esp turbulent change
4) Disbelief in loyalty or decency of opposition 

extensive repression, neither resorted to compromise or searched for common ground with opponents. 
Do these patterns appear in less exaggerated form at other points in Argentine history? Or were these 
extreme moments exceptional and their patterns absent at other times in Argentine history?

The Nineteenth Century Reformers

After Rosas Argentina had a series of reformers. Yet, despite their condemnation of him, Rosas’ 
successors shared with him some cultural understandings about the expression of disagreement and 
the characteristics of leadership. Sarmiento, for example, eschewed Rosas’ violence but adopted his 
personalism and disdain for popular representation. In midcentury Sarmiento became Argentina’s president, 
emphasizing personalism as a basis of power, just as Rosas himself had done. Indeed, the power of 
Sarmiento’s personal glamor was such that it has outlived him and foreclosed recognition of some of 
the more heavy-handed or authoritarian aspects of his governance.43 Even in his reformism, Sarmiento 
confined his aspirations to seeking greater popular input into the selection of the presidency. He never 
advocated a legislature or institutionalized popular representation.44

As president, Sarmiento made no effort to institutionalize processes that would leave the state more 
accountable to society. Indeed, when a popular uprising ensued during his presidency, he quashed the 
incident with troops.45 

Although revered for his devotion to education, Sarmiento actually saw education as a form of social 
control that taught the poor respect for social order more than as a path toward free thinking and potential 
opposition.46

In his approach to education he shared with Rosas a cultural understanding that it be used to control 
rather than liberate. 

While far less extreme than Rosas, these reformers shared with the dictator many cultural expectations 
about governance, personalism, moralism, and extremism. Also like Rosas, they were willing to use violence 
toward opponents and preferred personal to institutional loyalties. They were “quick to disagree...  testy 
in the face of opposition... unable to compromise.”47

When Avellaneda won an election, supported by Sarmiento, Mitre declared fraud and launched a 
military revolt against him.

The Radicals

As the reformist era drew to a close, new, mass-based political parties began to emerge in the late 
1890s. The best known was the Radical Party. In the Argentine political context, parties of broader mass 
appeal represented a positive step in an institutionalized direction. Yet significant elements of personalism 
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still prevailed and some of the cultural patterns discussed above reappeared in Radicalism. Founded on 
a platform of reform, the Radical Party began under the leadership of Leandro Alem. Alem was driven 
by deep moral principles and governed the party with a strong personal grip.He personally selected his 
successor, his nephew, Hipolito Yrigoyen, retaining party leadership within his family. But when Yrigoyen’s 
leadership took the party in a new direction, Alem reacted in an uncompromising fashion. He committed 
suicide over political differences and left a note saying “... a man may break but he must not bend.” 

As the new Radical leader, Yrigoyen stressed moral principles such as honesty and developed a cult 
of personalized leadership.When the Radicals finally brought Argentina to a point of free elections based 
on universal manhood suffrage, Yrigoyen won easily. Yet despite the broad electoral support, as president 
he governed in an autocratic style, defining electoral support as a mandate for his personal style. Yrigoyen 
also resorted to repression against social movements he did not approve and particularly in provinces 
where Radicalism had not won an electoral majority. During his presidency he intervened in the interior 
provinces nineteen times, more than any other president before or since.48

Radicalism represented a significant step toward more open politics and Yrigoyen conducted many 
reforms. However, his personalism kept the party from establishing a grassroots foundation that would have 
institutionalized it and broadened its support.49 Instead, Radicalism remained more a social movement 
following a leader than an institutionalized party following a program. Due to its weak base and lack of 
institutionalization, the party was ultimately unable to carry out many of the social policies it advocated.50

When conservative opposition emerged it had only to remove the leader to roll back the reforms. 
Personalism left the party vulnerable despite the widest electoral support any party had had up to that 
time.51 Like Alem, Yrigoyen personally selected his successor, Marcelo T. de Alvear, but then disagreed 
with him so vehemently that he decided to return to power himself.52 His heavy-handed personal style 
was more than conservative opposition was prepared to tolerate for a second term and he was ousted by 
a coup in the early 1930s. Again, the cultural response to crisis (the Depression) was violence (a coup).

Yrigoyen shared with his predecessors a cultural expectation about the use of power. Apart from 
personalism, his style was uncompromising, antagonistic, and moralistic in the extreme.53 As president, 
he flouted the constitution and goaded the Congress, claiming that only he had electoral legitimacy.54 He 
refused to grant symbolic respect to Congress or to dialogue with legislators.55 He expected absolute 
personal loyalty and defined democracy as personal devotion to himself. He did not understand and did 
nothing to develop political institutions beyond himself and his personal mandate. Subsequent Radical 
leaders emulated Yrigoyen’s personalistic, autocratic style. Frondizi was personalistic.56 Absolutist, control, 
personalism, and moralism characterized Sabattini’s leadership of the Cordoba branch of Radicalism.57 
And Balbin controlled the national party right up until the time of his death.58

Peronism

No Argentine leader has ever been more personalistic than Peron who subordinated both institutions 
and the party to himself. Peron came to power on the basis of charismatic leadership and his relatively 
informal, paternalistic relations with Argentina’s working class. Under his direction, Peronism never fully 
evolved from a social movement to a political party, in large part because Peron himself eschewed parties. 
Within Peronism, he maneuvered to perpetuate his preeminence by supporting second and third tier 
leaders against each other, switching sides whenever one group seemed to gain in power, and opposing 
any single individual who appeared to rise within the movement.59 With society at large, Peron relied on 
his charisma and that of his wife, Eva, to produce clientelistic ties with the working class and to eclipse 
institutionalized process and policy with personality.

But Peron and his movement shared other cultural expectations about the use of power with leaders 
who preceded him. These included disrespect for democratic institutions, contemptuous and repressive 
treatment of the opposition, efforts to curtail critical thinking and higher learning, and violence against 
opponents. In power, Peronism denigrated the Congress and opposition leaders, treating them as unworthy 
of respect. Peronist legislators worshiped Peron and turned the legislature into a rubber stamp and official 
forum of homage to their leader.60 Peronism continually battled with the universities, intervening and 
micromanaging them to bring down opponents and disparaging the scholars and students within them, 
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particularly any who questioned Peronism.61 While Peron never officially sanctioned violence as Rosas 
and the Proceso did, his rhetoric sometimes appeared to elicit it62 and he turned a blind eye to it when it 
served his purpose. Examples include violence against critical journalists during his first two presidencies 
and violence between subdivisions of Peronism during his exile in Spain when he was trying to retain party 
control by encouraging internal division.63 The nondemocratic tendencies of Peronism were remarkable 
since the movement had a vast electoral majority. Di Tella writes,

What is puzzling is that nondemocratic practices are usually implemented by minority parties which 
cannot win in any other way; the Peronists were able to win elections by substantial margins but also 
thought it necessary to take coercive measures quite unnecessary for electoral success.64

Other observers have noted the extent to which Peronism antagonized unnecessarily, eschewed 
any search for common ground with opponents, stood on principles while maintaining that alternative 
perspectives were absolutely without value, and assumed these positions even when in power and while 
enjoying extensive voluntary support.65 These observations suggest that Peronism absorbed cultural 
patterns ingrained in Argentine politics long before Peron’s arrival and quite apart from the popular support 
his government had. Contemporary scholarship, for example, has begun to draw parallels between the 
personalized style of Yrigoyen and that of Peron.66 

These two important populist movements, Radicalism and Peronism, whose heirs have for decades stood 
in virulent opposition to each other, in fact shared more in common than either dared admit, particularly 
a common culture of conflict.

An authoritarian culture of conflict

This overview of Argentine history reveals that patterns of violent conflict reach across both the extreme 
moments of Rosas and the Proceso but also include less extreme periods as well. The similarities between 
Argentina’s less extreme authoritarian periods, its periods of reform, and its two extreme dictatorships 
indicate that the nation has historically had a harsh or violent culture of conflict underlying all political eras 
regardless of whether they have some democratic traits, are entirely authoritarian or stand somewhere in 
between. While most did not exhibit the extremes of violence of Rosas and the Proceso, a shared culture 
of conflict caused many similarities of governance patterns with variations in degree and style. While the 
individual components of authoritarian governance emerged most clearly and in harshest form during 
the governments of Rosas and the Proceso, authoritarian characteristics are by no means confined to 
those periods. Nondemocratic governance patterns of strong-man personalism, paternalism, antagonistic 
moralism, unwillingness to compromise, disrespect for democratic institutions, denigration of opponents, 
and violent response to crisis, all appear repeatedly throughout Argentina’s political history.

Where are the origins of Argentine authoritarian cultural patterns? The answer to this question goes 
to the heart of the mystery of Argentina. Long considered one of the most cosmopolitan and European 
of Latin American nations, Argentina nonetheless exhibits this type of authoritarian cultural pattern in its 
governance.

One answer to this question lies in reinforcing divisions in Argentina. Before and at independence 
Argentina already had severe divisions between Buenos Aires society and the raw, uncultured interior. 
Describing the contrast between Buenos Aires and the rural interior of the nation, Sarmiento wrote “The 
inhabitants of the city wear the European dress, live in a civilized manner, and possess laws, ideas of 
progress, means of instruction, regular forms of government, etc. Beyond the precincts of the city everything 
assumes a new aspect : : :The people composing these two distinct forms of society do not seem to 
belong to the same nation.”67 Sarmiento’s words describe the urban/rural division but they also reveal 
the contempt on the two sides of the divide. Viewing “the other” as despicable often results in allowing 
conflict with that “other” to escalate once it erupts.

This urban/rural divide was also a division between the educated and the uneducated, the cultured and 
the parochial, the wealthy and the poor. 

Such reinforcing divisions explain the violence of the Rosas period. Rosas saw himself as a 
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representative of the interior and a defender of the gaucho underclass. In response to the contempt that 
Sarmiento’s words exemplify, Rosas used violence against the educated, cultured Unitarians whom he, in 
turn, despised. In the nineteenth century Argentina saw the arrival of waves of immigrants from southern 
Europe and the Slavic nations.68 Immigration has caused conflict in many societies but in Argentina the 
situation was exacerbated by the relatively small size of the population before immigration began. Although 
precise figures do not exist, some sources have estimated that, by 1914, at least a third of all residents 
of Argentina were of foreign birth.69 Other sources have placed that figure much higher.70 The ratio of 
foreigners to native-born residents was much higher in Argentina than in the United States.

The divisions between the new arrivals and citizens already in Argentina reinforced the previous divisions. 
Many immigrants settled in La Boca, outside central Buenos Aires, adding to the divide between Buenos 
Aires and the rest of the nation. Immigration also brought divisions of ethnicity, language, country of origin, 
education, culture and sometimes even religion.71

These groups represented a diversity of European backgrounds versus a traditional landowning, 
Spanish, aristocratic culture of preindependence days.72 Laws against land ownership by newcomers then 
ensured that the latter remained in the underclass. In contrast to Canada and the United States, laws on 
political participation increased rather than decreased divisions, making it difficult for immigrants and their 
descendants to vote or participate politically. Other laws limited newcomers’ access to education, property, 
and upward social mobility. By the early 1900s Argentina was divided socially, culturally, economically, 
educationally, and politically.

Politics throughout most of the nineteenth century accepted and reinforced these divisions. As an 
exclusive affair, politics did not need or create institutions to incorporate the newcomers and underclass, 
the masses and large numbers of citizens. Moreover, the geographical distance between Argentina and 
Europe’s developing democracies made the contradiction between exclusionary, non-institutional political 
development and Argentina’s cosmopolitanism appearance less obvious.

But as politics began to open up with the Radical party in the late nineteenth century, its exclusive nature 
caused conflict in the new democracy. The political system had no institutions to absorb and manage that 
conflict. Argentines were too distant from Europe to understand that similar conflict was being managed 
more skillfully there. Conflict in a context of reinforcing divisions and with the historical memory of Rosas’ 
extremism made conflict management and resolution difficult. Patterns of harsh conflict and authoritarianism 
began to emerge even in the initial democratic period.

Radicalism came into being with a harsh, antagonistic attitude toward the upper classes, amply reflected 
in Yrigoyen’s approach to the Congress which primarily reflected upper class interests. A culture of harsh 
conflict was shared in the society at large. Civilian society tolerated and sometimes encouraged authoritarian 
governance patterns because it was so divided by reinforcing divisions. But in its antagonism, Radicalism 
only encouraged Argentina’s upper classes to reassume an exclusionary approach to the low income 
population, which then manifested itself in the coup ousting Yrigoyen.When Peron arrived, this same class 
antagonism reappeared, defined this time more starkly along working class lines. Again both sides of the 
divide behaved antagonistically toward each other, generating tension until the Proceso emerged as an 
apparent solution.73 At the time of Peronism Argentina was still divided socially, culturally, geographically, 
economically, educationally, and politically.The Proceso etched those division more deeply with terror and 
harsh authoritarian practices because so many of the victims were Peronists and so many of those who 
benefited from the military regime came from Argentina’s upper classes.

Reinforcing divisions provide a sociocultural explanation for violence because a lack of social contact 
across any dimension encouraged opponents to view and treat each other harshly.The nation’s weak 
institutional structure offered few possibilities for conflict management. Geographic distance kept Argentina 
isolated from other industrializing societies experiencing similar domestic tension.

Yet violence and extreme views also help explain violence and extremism. Societies develop habits 
and patterns; culture reinforces itself. Just as behavior effects culture, so culture also helps determine 
behavior. This interaction is part of what makes culture so difficult to clarify, define, and study.
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Thus the violence of the Rosas period encouraged conflictual extremism at the turn of the century and 
nascent Radicalism. Yrigoyen and Radicalism tried to depart from such patterns and succeeded to some 
extent. Early Radicalism never became as extreme in its conflict with “the other” as did Rosas.

But Radicalism’s success was only partial and early Radicalism nonetheless exhibited some of the 
same patterns of extreme conflict and harshness toward opponents. The extent to which Radicalism 
repeated cultural patterns then encouraged extreme conflict and harsh views of opponents later in the 
twentieth century.

The answer to a question about the origins of a capacity for state terror lies in shared expectations 
and understandings about the use of power, the legitimacy of violence, denigration of opponents and 
the resolution of crisis— a culture of conflict that allowed and perpetrated authoritarian abuses of power, 
harsh views of opponents and the use of violence against them, and an expectation that violence solves 
crisis. This authoritarian culture of conflict is evident throughout history and has been encouraged and 
exacerbated over time. It has been shared by both leaders and society.

Social psychology has argued that aggression is a learned behavior.74 Individuals use styles and 
levels of aggression and conflict management that they have observed from those around them. Although 
studies of aggression that arrive at these conclusions are often focused upon personality development, 
it is not unreasonable to suggest that they might be present in the development of leadership styles as 
well. Thus, while Peron declared his movement in opposition to much that Radicalism represented, in 
governance patterns Peron imitated many of Yrigoyen’s patterns—and then worsened or exaggerated 
them still further. While Yrigoyen ignored and denigrated the Congress, Peronism turned it into a rubber 
stamp. In the first case the legislature was an institution trying to practice some of its constitutional functions 
but prohibited from doing so; in the second case the legislature as a whole did not even attempt to fulfill 
its democratic functions.75 The example points toward a process of imitation and exaggeration from one 
leader to the next.76 

The result was escalated tension that became increasingly difficult to manage or control. In such 
circumstances tension can feed upon itself, with each side escalating further until an extreme moment, 
like Rosas or the Proceso, can develop and even appear initially as a welcome, tranquil solution!

Viewed from this perspective, Rosas and the Proceso were not aberrations, sudden departures from 
moderate political processes and peaceful conflict management. Rather, they were expressions of ongoing 
cultural phenomena, extreme manifestations of an authoritarian culture of conflict that has developed 
throughout most of Argentine history. The two dictatorships stand at the outset and at the tragic climax of 
that history, their contributions to such a culture and their connections to each other visible throughout.

Recognizing these cultural patterns as endemic rather than as exceptional constitutes the first step 
toward changing an authoritarian culture by focusing our attention on these patterns even in their mildest 
form and allowing us to ask how they can be altered toward less violent and more democratic conflict 
management.

Implications for democratization

Argentina has now entered a new era of democracy. In December, 1983, the Proceso government 
permitted free presidential and legislative elections and these have reoccurred in 1989, 1995, and 1999. 
In addition to these presidential electoral years, a portion of the lower house of Congress has been elected 
every two years in between presidential elections. The Senate began direct elections in October, 2001. Even 
in the economic crisis of 2002, Argentine democracy still survives and its democratic institutions function. 

Several years ago Argentina celebrated the passage of the day when the current democratic period 
surpassed in length the democracy of 1916–1930. Such longevity is remarkable in and of itself, given 
the nation’s history, but it also indicates that today’s democracy is different from previous democratic 
periods. Argentine leaders and citizens appear to be more serious about this era of democracy than about 
previous eras and more determined this time to make it work. Even in the face of prolonged economic 
crisis, Argentine citizens and leaders continue to try to solve the problem within democratic constraints. 
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Confronting crisis with democratic norms and using institutions to deal with emergency is a departure from 
historical responses to crisis.

I suggest that the difference this time lies in the brutal disaster of the DirtyWar which has now given 
the nation a greater incentive to learn to resolve differences peacefully. Conflict theory predicts that when 
contenders have reached the brink of disaster, they may subsequently learn to resolve conflict more 
peacefully.77 Given this context, Argentina’s democratization thus includes an effort to change culture 
as well as the initiation of electoral process and the slow development of democratic institutions. As the 
nation democratizes, shared understandings and expectations about the management of disagreement 
and conflict, the use of power and violence and the resolution of crisis are beginning to change. Let us 
consider some examples of the past eighteen years to see how this could be so.

A question about whether culture has changed or is changing is notoriously difficult to answer and 
the answer remains uncertain until the change is definite. But one place to start is by asking whether the 
authoritarian cultural patterns so extreme in the Rosas and Proceso periods and also present at other 
times have been moderated in the contemporary period. Has behavior changed? If today’s leaders exhibit 
authoritarianism, is it more moderated than under Peronism or Yrigoyen Radicalism? Does society react 
differently now to violence and power abuse?

One place where Argentine conflict has historically escalated into repression is with the military. Violence 
was widely perceived as a solution to crisis; when crisis erupted, the military stepped in, imposing tranquility 
via repression. In keeping with such patterns, the Argentine military also tried three coups against the 
democracy. These were in response to the human rights trials which the military perceived as a crisis and 
partly in response to the inflationary crisis of Alfonsin’s term.Thus authoritarian cultural patterns reappeared 
under democracy. Yet these most recent incidents of military violence differ from previous eras in key ways. 
First, none of these coups was successful and the democratic government survived them.78 Second, with 
each coup, significant portions of the military were uninvolved and the coup impetus lay with subsections 
of the military. Third, in the last attempted coup the civilian government under Menem actually sent the 
army to put down the coup and the army obeyed. This last was an historical turning point since no such 
response had ever been made in Argentina to an attempted coup.

Moreover, the perpetrators of the last coup remain in jail today. Finally, the democratic government has 
made unprecedented efforts to subordinate the military to civilian control.79 These have included trials 
of the military for Dirty War crimes, jailing the leaders of the last attempted coup, and, most importantly, 
selecting a Chief of the Army, General Balzas, who has worked with the government to place the military 
under civilian control. 

These responses to attempted military violence have sent a different message to the military and given 
officers and soldiers a radically different set of expectations about social and state response to military 
violence. When the military attempted its first coup against Alfonsin in 1984, hundreds of thousands of 
Argentine citizens filled the Plaza de Mayo in support of the civilian government. The message was clear: 
violent expression of military disagreement with government policy was not acceptable. The passive, even 
acquiescent civilian response to the initial violence of the Rosas and Proceso periods was gone.Nowthe 
popular response was a resounding “no.” And the military seem to have gotten thenewmessage.There 
have been no attempted coups in Argentina for ten years. Now the shared expectation about military 
violence has changed: faced with a coup the civilian population will protest; the civilian government will 
punish the perpetrators; the military itself will put down the attempt.While we cannot know that a culture 
has definitively changed until years afterwards, initial indicators are that social and cultural expectations 
about military violence have changed in Argentina and violent coups d’etat are no longer acceptable.

This social response to violence does not confine itself to events as visible as attempted coups. In the 
early 1990s a teenage girl, Maria Soledad Morales, was found murdered in the remote northern province of 
Catamarca. Initial official responses to the murder were ineffective: at first the case was left unsolved and 
evidence that the governor’s son was involved was ignored at a mock trial that acquitted him. But popular 
opinion in Catamarca was not satisfied. Popular protests filled the provincial capital, first to demand a real 
investigation and second to insist upon an honest trial.The press followed the story doggedly and production 
of a major motion picture began. These more serious efforts to uncover the truth revealed both that the 
governor’s son was involved in the incident and that the provincial Peronist government had engaged in 
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an elaborate cover-up involving both the police and the judicial system. Eventually popular outrage and 
civil unrest reached such a stage that the federal government had to send in troops to oversee an election 
that ousted the Peronist Saadi family from the provincial government entirely. A stronghold of Peronist 
and Saadi control from the 1940s, the Maria Soledad incident cost Peronism and the Saadis control of 
Catamarca; they have not regained office there.80

Aswith the attempted coups, the social reaction to violence has changed. Gone are the days of silence 
in response to government-sanctioned murder, as under the Proceso and Rosas. Now murder provokes 
commentary, demands for investigation, and eventually popular protest. While the Catamarca story is the 
most dramatic such incident, other cases of murder also receive more press coverage and popular scrutiny 
than in previous eras. When murder includes an official sanction, popular response can be so vehement 
as to oust the government from power. Expectations about tolerance toward official violence are changing. 
In a nation where the official perpetrators could historically have expected to get away with murder, now 
that expectation has changed. The cultural message is different.

Violence is only Argentina’s most extreme expression of authoritarianism. Even where it is absent, the 
nondemocratic characteristics of personalism, moralism and oppression of opponents are also evidence 
of nondemocratic modes of managing disagreement.These are visible today among Argentina’s leaders 
even when they have been elected democratically and when they do not sanction outright violence. 
Although often considered a democrat, Raul Alfonsin ruled the Radical Party with an iron hand during and 
after his presidency, initially unwilling to permit new leadership. Still adhering to old patterns of leadership, 
Alfonsin maneuvered to weaken any new leader who began to ascend within the party, seeking to retain 
supreme power for himself.81 This continued until it produced a humiliating electoral defeat in 1995 and 
left commentators wondering if Radicalism would ever again compete electorally.82

But internal dynamics within the Radical party gradually reduced Alfonsin’s control until new, younger 
leadership was allowed to emerge in control of the party.83 That new leadership led the party toward an 
electoral alliance with Frepaso that produced electoral success first in the 1997 midterm election and then 
in the 1999 presidential election. Today Alfonsin appears in public as the venerated elder statesman of the 
Radical Party but no longer exercises the iron-fisted control reminiscent of Yrigoyen or Peron.

Today Radicalism exhibits flexibility, pragmatism, and an ability to compromise and build coalitions, all 
characteristics of successful electoral parties.

Here a political party changed its behavior, first in internal practice and then its public message. Strong, 
inflexible, personal control of the Radical Party is no longer acceptable. Its potential to produce political 
defeat as it did under Yrigoyen is not tolerated today. Instead, flexibility and compromise characterize the 
party. Multiple leaders, leadership rotation, and, most recently, open, primary elections today characterize 
the Radical Party and the Alliance it has created with Frepaso.Where leadership exhibited several of the 
authoritarian traits listed above, the response was resistance rather than acceptance, even when the 
leader had not resorted to violence.

Far more than Alfonsin, President Menem displayed numerous examples of authoritarian behavior. A 
very few of these include his contempt for constitutional law, his behavior toward the Congress, and his 
treatment of his successor, Eduardo Duhalde. Openly defying the law, Menem maneuvered to change 
the Constitution.84 Both the way in which he and Alfonsin made the change (an elitist pact made in 
secrecy, excluding the Congress) and the outcome of the change (an extended Menem presidency) were 
nondemocratic.

For most of his presidency, Menem did his utmost to bypass the Congress, ruling by presidential decree 
for large and small matters alike.85 

At one point he even announced that he had no intention of negotiating with the Congress.86

This behavior continued for most of a decade, tolerated in part because Menem made the economy 
thrive and in part because Peronism has historically enjoyed greater social tolerance for authoritarianism 
than has Radicalism.
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But eventually even Menem found himself thwarted by the growing culture of resistance to authoritarian 
leadership patterns. At first that resistance came from Congress. Menem found it increasingly difficult to 
override or bypass the Congress and incrementally more difficult to tell Congressional representatives how 
to vote, even when they were from his own party. By 1997 Menem could not even count on a supportive 
vote from the Peronistcontrolled Senate. Menem found himself increasingly forced to negotiate with 
the Congress as the legislature, press, and public became gradually less willing to tolerate presidential 
governance by decree. 

Subsequently, resistance to Menem’s authoritarian style came from the public and even from his own 
party. Many voters had had enough of Menem by the late 1990s and Peronism lost majoritarian control 
of the lower chamber of Congress in 1997 and the presidency in 1999. The public message was one of 
resistance to extended personalistic control, even when these came from an elected president. In 1999 
the Peronist party selected a new leader, Eduardo Duhalde, and onewhorefused to followMenem’s orders. 
Responding in the old Peronist style of personalistic, strong-man control, Menem reacted by opposing 
Duhalde as ferociously as he did the opposition candidate from the Alliance, Fernando de la Rua.87 Like 
the Radicals in 1995, torn from within and still subject to personalistic control, Peronism in 1999 suffered 
a resounding electoral defeat. While Peronism has further to go in resisting personalism and internal 
authoritarian control than does Radicalism, the new public message in 1999 was the same as in 1995: 
failure to rotate in power and authoritarian internal party control will produce electoral defeat.

These examples provide initial evidence that political behavior is gradually changing in Argentina. From 
the public, the press, the parties, and the legislature a new resistance to authoritarianism is emerging. 
Increasingly, the expectation is that conflict be resolved peaceably, that violence is or at least should be 
punished, that corrupt, personalized, extended leadership is unacceptable, and that flexibility, compromise 
and rotation in power are expected.

It is important to note that the process of behavioral change I believe to be evolving in Argentina is 
an incomplete process. There are still incidents of violence that go uninvestigated and unpunished. The 
Peronist Party is still engaged in a struggle against old-style, personalistic control. The institutions of state, 
particularly the judiciary, are inadequately independent of the President, and the Senate was still indirectly 
elected until 2001. But change is underway.While it is easier to see democratic change in the form of 
elections and the behavior of institutions, I suggest that cultural change is also happening in Argentina 
and that such change is as much a part of the nation’s democratization as is the electoral process or the 
changes to formal institutions. In its movement toward milder and milder authoritarianism and toward a 
new message of resistance to power abuses we see gradual cultural change.

No democracy has developed overnight nor does culture change suddenly.

The characteristics described here appeared in the nondemocratic histories of Spain, other Latin 
American nations, and in the religious conflict of seventeenth-century Britain. No established democracy 
began at the level of inclusion and democratic process it displays today. Rather, democracy has always 
developed gradually, moving incrementally toward more inclusion and more democratic process. The same 
is true of Argentina. Alfonsin’s presidency displayed some authoritarian practices; Menem’s presidency 
constituted a step backward toward greater authoritarianism. But the last elected president, Fernando 
de la Rua, at least for the moment, is probably the least personalistic and least charismatic president 
Argentine democracy has yet had. Far from being liabilities, these are assets that could allow institutions 
and process to assume center stage while personality becomes less important. This would be an important 
step forward for Argentine democracy.88

Causes of natural change: domestic and international factors

At the outset of this essay I asked whether engaging in democratic behavior in an historically authoritarian 
setting can cause culture to metamorphose in a more democratic direction. The previous section shows 
how behavior has changed or is changing in Argentina. Conflict theory showed why certain social 
characteristics cause escalated conflict. Let us see whether conflict theory can also explain how changed 
behavior produces changes in the way conflict is managed.
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In the history given above we saw how social, political, and economic divisions in Argentina often 
reinforced each other, as they did in Northern Ireland. I suggest that divisions in Argentina are gradually 
becoming less mutually reinforcing and more cross-cutting. Compromise, cooperation, and alliances 
between previously antagonistic groups have begun to emerge in Argentine politics. Such alliances between 
small parties like Frepaso and the Frente Grande in the mid 1990s brought together left Peronists with non-
Peronists in an alliance that was path-breaking at the time.The effort at creating alliances and cross-cutting 
ties became broader still in 1997 when Frepaso joined with Radicalism to create the Alliance Party. That 
coalition did very well in the 1997 midterm elections, illustrating that coalitions could win and foretelling 
the 1999 Peronist presidential defeat. Finally in 1999 the Alliance won the presidency, demonstrating that 
ties across old divisions could hold together long enough to carry out a campaign and win an election.89

Additionally, both rhetoric and reporting from Argentina speak a language of cooperation, coalition-
building and common ground more than in any previous era. In 1999, the rallying cry for De la Rua’s 
campaign was “solidarity,” an effort to address both the concerns of the working class and those of the 
middle class. While this is an alliance of cross-cutting class ties that has served the left-of-center well in 
many other nations, until recently such a cross-class alliance has eluded Argentina. De la Rua’s government 
may change that. International reporting on the new government speaks about coalitions in Congress, 
compromise among and within parties, and dialogue, all words that would not have described Argentina’s 
government throughout most of history.90

Cross-cutting ties, alliances and compromise are also underway in the Congress. Nowhere more than in 
a legislature is the need for group cooperation more evident. In both Congressional chambers members of 
all parties are learning that effective legislation demands cooperation. Moreover, the institution as a whole 
has come to realize that effective restraint of the executive requires cooperation.91 In the 2002 crisis, the 
legislature and executive are working together, strengthening both institutions.

Conflict theory helps understand behavioral changes in Argentina and how they effect conflict 
management. It suggests that approaches to conflict can change in the aftermath of disaster.92 When 
contenders realize that conflict may destroy everyone but produce no winners, then the incentive to resolve 
conflict peaceably increases. Disaster can produce a fundamental break with the past. I suggest that the 
Proceso was the kind of disaster conflict theory describes and has given Argentina a motive to break away 
from cultural patterns of the past.With the DirtyWar, Argentina experienced the worst and most extreme 
results of authoritarianism that the nation had ever had.With the Proceso government and the numbers of 
people murdered in that period, Argentina went to the brink of disaster and looked over. The nation now 
knows that it can destroy itself. With the Proceso, it nearly did.

The memory of that violence may now act as a brake that is conducive to conflict management and 
democratic development today. Conflict theory also explains behavior changes with regard to cooperation. 
It teaches that a joint task mutually beneficial to all may reduce conflict and substitute cooperation in its 
stead.93 In choosing to democratize and seeking to avoid another Proceso, Argentines have changed 
their behavior and set a new task for themselves. If Argentina can democratize citizens may save their 
nation from another authoritarian experience and one that could be even worse.No previous effort at 
democratization in Argentina had ever looked disaster so fully in the face as today’s effort does. The 
extreme of authoritarianism that the Proceso represented has provided a level of motivation to change 
authoritarian practices that may well exceed anything Argentina has experienced before.

Conflict theory says that societies responding negatively to conflict escalation are conflict resistant.94 
Argentine society may be becoming more conflict resistant. The society that supported Rosas and that 
initially tolerated the military coup of 1976 is today much more vigilant against authoritarianism and 
violent expressions of difference. The public itself resisted the attempted coups and protested the murder 
in Catamarca. Society itself represented the first line of resistance to Menem’s transgressions against 
democracy. The Argentine public gradually became increasingly disillusioned with his threatening rhetoric, 
his efforts to stay in power endlessly, and his willingness to bypass the Congress. Public disgust with 
Menem’s nondemocratic behavior contributed to the rise of electoral support for other parties.

Finally, Argentina’s changed domestic context is itself part of a changed international context less 
tolerant of violence and more insistent upon democratization.
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In studying Argentina’s return to democracy, Alison Brysk has argued that pressure for democracy came 
from above and below—from an international context of human rights norms as well as from domestic 
pressure against the regime.95 Argentina’s continuing democratization efforts are receiving support from 
the international context in addition to the domestic changes discussed so far. Today there is broad global 
support for democratic governments and wide resistance to authoritarianism. Historically, the United States 
has been unconcerned about authoritarianism in Latin America; today it is placing pressure on presidents 
who seek to extend their terms in power.96 Additionally, Argentina is less isolated than before.

Modern technology and electronic mail have made communication easy and immediate. It is far more 
difficult for Argentine leaders to practice repression undiscovered at the southern end of the earth. Moreover, 
Argentina is involved in regional and global agreements that require its continuation as a democracy. These 
include its Mercosur economic arrangements with neighbors and the participation of its military forces in 
peacekeeping tasks worldwide.97 Conflict theory suggests that escalation is more likely in remote, frontier 
societies where social pressure and control are weaker.98 Modern technology has made Argentina less remote 
than ever and international social pressures weigh more heavily than they might have even ten years ago. 

The lessons here are about the importance of human agency and the flexibility of human culture. The 
changes in behavior described above are gradually changing culture. Chambers argues that norms and 
culture can change if behavior is changed first and democratic culture will strengthen simply by engaging in 
democratic behavior.99 Conflict theory tells us why behavior is changing in Argentina. Behavioral changes 
are then changing culture.

The answer to the question at the outset of the essay is “yes.” Where democratic culture has not 
existed, it is possible to install it by using democratic process even where significant elements of society 
still do not believe in democracy. Where society and its leaders are sufficiently motivated, deliberate 
efforts and specific kinds of leadership can change culture, if only gradually. Moreover, if leaders and other 
opinion creators like the media understand that they are changing culture as well as political institutions 
and processes, they may deliberately adopt the kind of rhetoric the Alliance used in its 1999 campaign: 
“solidarity,” “cooperation,” “togetherness,” “alliances.” In such a context, democratic process and institutional 
development are outward manifestations of underlying changes in cultural patterns, habits, expectations, 
and perceptions. People who had long perceived each other in suspicious, hostile, or antagonistic fashion 
change such views through dialogue and repeated interaction. In fact, these cultural views must change 
if democracy is to develop.

This essay illustrates that the process of cultural change underway within democratization may be more 
difficult to study than the outward manifestations of such change found in institutions and elections. The 
process of cultural change is less tangible, more difficult to judge. Moreover, culture is always changing, 
although perhaps more slowly at some times than at others. 

A question about how far a culture has changed is hard to answer and perhaps impossible to measure. 
And yet it is a process worth watching and a question worth answering because its answer is central to 
democratization. 

Faced with an authoritarian history like Argentina’s, a culture must change, and possibly a great deal, 
before we can say that democratization is well underway in a newly democratizing nation.
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